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nuaf measurement of intracellular cardiac action entials is very 
8 consuming and quite inaccurate using con tional manual 
methods. We have written a program which will automatically determine 
the action potential duration (based on a calsctable percentage of the 
difference between action potentfaf peak and the 
resting membrane potential, the action potential ak, end will display 
the first derivative of the action potential (dV/dt) in an expanded time 
scale. 
As wrftten, the program accepts an ASCII sAle of 7,850 data points 
collected at a frequency of 92 Ml% (our data is colfected using a 
Keithley BAS data acquisftion system), but could easily be modified to 
accept data in other formats. The derivative of the action potentia: is 
calculated using a SavitskyQolay algorithm (Jvith a 7 point smoothing 
function, The onset of the action potential is determined by taking the 
second derivative of the ae;tion potential onset and locating t!ie 
maximum of this (the point or inflection). All automatic measuremer& 
can be adjusted at the discr&ion 0P the operator by using keyboard 
cursor control. Final output Es presented in color graphics to the screen 
(EGA) and in high resolution black and white where it can be cnpied 
to a standard printer. 
The program is wr u~ck Basic) end 
runs on a standard m the use uf a 
math coprocessor. data collect <on 
programs can be used to collect the action potential data. 
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Compuler-as e efecfrocardiography is a I 
fool in exercise . ‘To assess the reproducib 
accuracy of off r-derived measurements, the exercise 
treadmill studies of 20 pfs were analyzed by comptWr (CP) with 
twoI independent Is (MD) overread, and b/ 
two independent CP. The CP determined 
exercise, and t-e lectric points, J point (J) 
nt measurements at 80 msec (ST 80) after the 
nts were determined in three consecutive ECG c 
rements averaged. The CP determined abnormality by 
applying a specific criteria set. Total NIB time was recorded. The 
fwr, sets of CP assisted J and ST 80 measurements correlated 
close!y (r~~0.91) and were consistent in 
leads (92.3% agreement). Non CP assisted 
showed worse correlation (&O&8) and there was greater 
variabilily in abnormal lead determi afion (13.2% disagreemeW 
Re-examination of lhe 54 reads with 
80 change between CP and D indicafed CP data fo be more accurate 
in 89% of the leads after consensus reading. The average analysis 
time per EGG for the non CP Q was 20.1 and 27 min., 
respectively; the CP assist MD required only an average of 2.7 
Thus, off-line CP measurement of exercise 
aceurdte and highly reproducible data, and is leSS time COnsunW 
than MD analysis alone. 
